
SIP Internal Meeting Minutes_DRAFT
July 7, 2005
10:30-12:00 am
FL2–2097

Participants:
Brown, Barb
Demuth, Julie
Gallo, Inger
Gruntfest, Eve
Larsen, Pete
Lazo, Jeff
Morss, Rebecca
Zia, Asim

Unavailable:
Harriss, Robert
Laidlaw, Emily
Mahoney, Bill

Prior Action Items
 Q3 reports on Milestone activities due shortly after the end of June.
See Progress report issues

 Pete will write a summary of the User’s Workshop he recently attended. This and other
summaries will be put on the SIP web site. Please submit after each workshop or conference
that you attend.

Complete. Still working on ability to post to web, will talk to RAL web staff.

 Rebecca needs input for her brief presentation about the goals of Social Science at the
THORPEX Pacific Campaign Conference.

Complete

 Bob encourages all to attend the Workshop on GIS in Weather Climate and Impacts in
Boulder.

Rebecca and Eve attended

 Inger and Jeff will meet to determine a new approach for submitting monthly and quarterly
progress reports for inclusion in SIP Team Meeting Notes.

Complete

Progress Report (meeting following end of quarter)

Planned Q3 milestones (e.g. subtasks will be completed this quarter, list as bullets):
• QPF

 Presentation at 25th International Symposium of Forecasting in San Antonio TX
• PWF

 Develop workplan for evaluating societal value of probabilistic forecasts
• OUSSSA

 Conduct primary regression analysis and modeling.



 Develop approach for aggregation for of economic effects from the sector level to the
national level

• HFSEWG
 Present Workshop results at Disasters Roundtable, IHC, and WMO TC Conference

• THORPEX
 Phase I Draft Final Project Report

Phase I Final Project Report
All Q3 milestones will be met

Review Status of Milestones
Planned Q4 milestones (e.g. subtasks will be completed this quarter, list as bullets):
• QPF

 Final report
• PWF

 Collect data (journal/conference papers) on societal value of probabilistic forecasts
• OUSSSA

 Complete draft report on sensitivity of economic sectors to weather.
 Identify future areas for research.
 Submit final report to applicable journals.
 Disseminate report highlights at conferences and workshops.

• DLSI
 Develop new Information Coordination Plan based on integration of materials from

Roger Pielke Jr previously developed for USWRP:
1. Weather and Climate Forecasts Use and Value Bibliography (see

http://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/biblio/),
2. WeatherZine (see http://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/zine/archives/35/index.html )
3. Extreme Weather Sourcebook (see

http://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/sourcebook/)
4. Societal Aspects of Weather Web Site (see

http://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/socasp/ )
5. Weather Policy Listserv (see

http://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/socasp/forms/policy.html).
 Investigate feasibility of full-text searches of resources

• Methods
 Develop Workshop II Implementation Plan
 Develop Workshop II Preliminary Case Study Concepts

Discussion/Issues

Report on Meetings and Travel

 THORPEX Pacific Campaign – Rebecca
Rebecca made a brief presentation on social science research perspectives on such a

program.

 Forecasting Conference
See Attached Summary by Asim (Attachment A)
See Attached Presentation (Attachment B)

 June, Air and Waste Management Conference
Asim presented a paper related to his dissertation.

 TIMES meeting



Barb and Rebecca presented, Rebecca sent summary to Jeff

Report on Upcoming Meetings and Travel

 2005_07_13-14, NOAA/NESDIS Cooperative Research Program Satellite
Calibration and Validation Symposium. http://cimss.ssec.wisc.edu/corp/

Julie will attend

 2005_07_07_Workshop_on_GIS_in_Weather_Climate_and_Impacts_Boulder_CO
Rebecca, Julie, Eve, and Bob are attending parts or all of this workshop. 70 people are
expected.

 2005_07_10_CU_Natural_Hazards, Boulder
about 400 people expected – We have several HFSEWG activities during the workshop
as well as THORPEX related meetings

 2005_07_13_Hazards_and_Disasters_Researchers_Meeting
Eve might attend, Jeff will attend, also John Gaynor, Rodney and maybe Ward
Eve will attend icebreaker on first evening, encourages others to attend

 2005_07_26_Community_Meeting_on_the_Future_of_the_U.S._Weather_Prediction_Enterp
rise

Jeff, John Gaynor will attend

 2005_08_01_AMS_Washington_DC_21st Conference on Weather Analysis and Forecasting
Julie, Jeff, Rebecca, maybe Barb will attend

 2005, Aug, Ithaca NY
Pete, present paper at Cornell (his school)

 2005 Sept. 1 to 2 Geneva: THORPEX Executive Committee Meeting
Jeff attending

 2005 Sept. 5 to 9 Toulouse: WMO, Nowcasting WSN05
Pete and Jeff—paper, Barb attending

 2005 Sept., Boulder: National Research Council meeting
Barb and Rebecca are members (Jeff maybe invited)

 2005 October 13 Penn State
Jeff presenting SIP work at PSU

 2005 October 17th to 21st – Dublin, Ireland
THORPEX and the WMO Public Weather Services Programme
possible attendance by SIP representative

 2005 October 26-30  – Kunming China
Possible SEA WG Meeting

 2005 Dec 5 to 7, Orlando:  Society for Risk Analysis
submitted paper proposal – have not heard if accepted



 2005, ?:  citizens after disasters
Eve

 2006--January 29 to Feb 3, Next AMS annual meeting Atlanta, abstract deadline Aug 1, 2005

 2006 June, Spain: International Forecasting Conference

 2007 June, Manhattan NY:  Forecasting Conference

Reports:

Program Development/Project Initiatives (Jeff)
Nothing to report at this time.

THORPEX (Rebecca/Jeff)
There are a number of THORPEX related activities going on including a meeting held with
Eve, Rebecca, Jeff, and Dave Parsons to keep the NCAR and US SEA activities on course.
We will be meeting with NSF social science folk next week and then try to meet with social
science and atmospheric science folk in August.

Information Coordination (Jeff)
Jeff will be working over the next quarter to develop the Information Coordination
Workplan that is due at the end of this quarter (Q4). He’ll be seeking some input from other
in the group. Any thoughts or input on the web site, digital library, or other information
coordination efforts will be appreciated.

Research
OUSSSA (Pete)
Draft thesis went out on Wednesday, July 13 to Cornell Department of Applied Economics.
Tentative title: “An Evaluation of the Sensitivity of US Economic Sectors to Weather”.
Sections of this large document (~258 pages) will be used to create A) OUSSSA final report
B) articles suitable for submission to major journals (AER, BAMS, etc.).  QA/QC process is
needed given the scope and importance of this project.  Pete to add annual state forecast skill
(precip and temp) to model to evaluate the economic impacts of improved forecasting from
1977-2000.

STEP (Pete)
In the next month or so, Pete and Jeff will write short paper for Nowcasting symposium’s
session on societal impacts of weather (Toulouse in September).

ATCA (Pete)
Wrote short concept paper on how we could calculate the economic impacts of the 2004
hurricane season on commercial air traffic. Submitted to Tenny Lindholm and will proceed
forward after hearing back from him.

Natural Gas (GITT) (Pete)
Wrote 30 page working paper on how weather directly and indirectly affects the natural gas
industry.  Paper was sent to Jeff Lazo, Rich Wagoner, Scott Swerdlin, and Bill Mahoney.
To date, have not received comments on this paper.

QPF (Asim)
Report in process



A second draft of a report on QPF project has been reviewed by Morss and Lazo. The work
on next draft of this report is in progress. A meeting is scheduled for Friday
(07/08/2005) to discuss various issues related to writing the next draft.

During the month of June, a presentation from this report was made at 25th
International Symposium of Forecasting (ISF) held in San Antonio TX. A summary
on ISF and a power-point presentation are separately attached

PWF (Asim)
Workplan meeting 8 July. A second draft of the workplan for PWF project has been
circulated by Lazo and will be discussed in a meeting on Friday (07/08/2005). The
workplan is expected to be finalized by 07/15/2005

THORPEX-Storm III (Jeff)
Contract negotiations continue but we are hoping and expect to have a contract soon. We
will then have to regroup regarding next steps on this project.

Workshops
Hurricane Forecast Socio-Economic Working Group (Jeff)
There will be numerous HFSEWG activities during the CU Natural Hazards Workshop next
week. John Gaynor, Rodney Weiher, and possible Ward Seguin will be in town at that time.
We are working toward developing a 2-4 research agenda consensus paper that can then be
used by NOAA and NSF to develop Announcements of Opportunity.

Methods Workshop (Gruntfest)

Outreach
THORPEX (Cahir)
Jeff is working on making revisions to the Cahir paper as per suggestions from John Gaynor
and Bill Mahoney.

Grants (Jeff)
Nothing to report at this time.

New Business

Asim: New institute in Islamabad:

Institute for Weather, Climate and Society Affairs

In collaboration with Michael Glantz (ISSE) and Zafar Adeel (United Nations University), a
workshop is being planned in Islamabad, Pakistan from November 24-26, 2005. This workshop
will discuss various issues related to setting up Institute of Weather, Climate and Society Affairs
(IWCSA) in COMSATS Institute of Information Technology (CIIT). IWCSA is expected to
enhance local capacity in South Asian countries for potential improvements in individual and
societal decision making with the provision of weather and climate forecast information.

Action Items – Summarize Before Adjournment

 All – add any new Upcoming Meetings and Travel – email information to Inger
 All – task PIs to submit short (1 paragraph) summary of status by COB day of meeting to Inger



 All –give feedback to Eve and Julie re: attached Develop Workshop II draft brochure, asap –
 Jeff –talk to RAL web staff about management of SIP web site
 Jeff – schedule THORPEX meeting with Jeff, Eve, Rebecca, Barb, Dave
 Jeff – look into doing seminars within other divisions re: OUSSA
 Jeff – reschedule Aug and Sept Meetings
 Eve/Julie/Inger – reserve NCAR rooms for workshop
 Eve/Julie/Inger – work with Inger on hotel reservations for workshop
 Eve – look into doing seminars within other divisions re: WAS*IS
 Eve – look into getting something into Article in Staff notes? UCAR Today? about WAS*IS
 Pete – schedule QA/QC meeting Barb, Pete, Jeff, Bill
 Pete – follow up with Swerdlin re presentation at brown bag
 Asim –send paragraph to Inger about, New institute in Islamabad



Attachment A

Notes on ISF 2005

2005 has been marked as 25th anniversary year of International Symposium of
Forecasting (ISF). The ISF 2005 conference was held in San Antonio, TX from June 12 to June
15, 2005. More details about the conference can be found at www.isf2005.org

This year’s conference program featured 25-year review talks on various research aspects
related to forecasting. For example, Scott Armstrong reviewed literature from the past 25 years
published in International Journal of Forecasting. Armstrong concluded that more research is
needed to integrate theory and practice in forecasting arenas. Daniel Kahnemann, a well-known
Princeton psychologist and Nobel laureate, spoke on the psychology of judgment and its role in
forecast usage. Kahnemann listed the conditions under which forecasters and forecast-users rely
on their intuitions and reasons. The full ISF program can be downloaded from
http://www.isf2005.org/isf_program.pdf

Zia, Morss and Lazo presented a paper that undertakes a review of methodologies, which
have been or could have been used to ascertain the value of quantitative precipitation forecast
information. The presentation is available from (provide the web address here). This presentation
was delivered by Zia in a contributed session on Weather Forecasting. There were only six
people present during the session, including the session chair William Briggs (Cornell
University). Most notably, Jonathan Aylen of University of Manchester
(jonathan.aylen@manchester.ac.uk) showed a keen interest in this research project and desired to
see the full report and related papers whenever they are ready. In addition, Marcus O’Connor of
University of Sydney (m.oconnor@econ.usyd.edu.au) heard indirectly about SIP presentation
and approached Zia afterwards for seeking more information about this project. Patrick
McSharry of Oxford University (mcsharry@robots.ox.ac.uk) showed his interest in collaborating
with SIP team in their forthcoming project on communicating of uncertainty in forecast
information.

ISF 2006 will be held in Santander, Spain; while ISF 2007 is scheduled to be held in New
York, USA. Zia spoke with the conference organizers about organizing a session on societal
value of weather forecast information either in ISF 2006 or ISF 2007. The conference organizers
welcomed this idea and strongly recommended to send a session proposal, which will be due by
November 2005 for June 2006 ISF conference, or November 2006 for June 2007 ISF conference.



Attachment B

Value of Quantitative Value of Quantitative 
Precipitation Forecast Precipitation Forecast 

Information: A Methodological Information: A Methodological 
ReviewReview

AsimAsim ZiaZia, Rebecca , Rebecca MorssMorss and Jeff Lazoand Jeff Lazo

National Center for Atmospheric ResearchNational Center for Atmospheric Research
Societal Impacts Program (SIP)Societal Impacts Program (SIP)

2525thth International Symposium on ForecastingInternational Symposium on Forecasting
June 15, 2005June 15, 2005

Context and motivationContext and motivation

QPF feed into high-impact weather forecasts 
(floods, snow storms, hurricanes)

QPF is research focus for USWRP

SIP objective - synthesize knowledge about 
societal impacts and value of weather forecast 
information



OutlineOutline

Research objectives

Methods

Results

Recommendations

Research ObjectivesResearch Objectives

 Which methodological frameworks have 
been or could have been used to measure 
the value of QPF/weather information?

 Synthesize existing knowledge about value 
of QPF/weather information



MethodsMethods

Literature review

Qualitative meta -analysis

Informal expert interviews

Results: Methodological frameworksResults: Methodological frameworks

 Bayesian decision Bayesian decision 
theoriestheories

 PsychologyPsychology

 Public managementPublic management

 Economic valuation Economic valuation 
theoriestheories

 SociologySociology

 Environmental / natural Environmental / natural 
resource managementresource management





Results: Methodological frameworks Results: Methodological frameworks 

–– Psychology Psychology 
descriptive decision modelsdescriptive decision models
risk management modelsrisk management models

–– SociologySociology
group theory modelsgroup theory models
ethnographic and anthropologic ethnographic and anthropologic 

Results: Methodological frameworksResults: Methodological frameworks

–– Public managementPublic management
emergency managementemergency management
organizational behaviororganizational behavior

–– Environmental / natural resource Environmental / natural resource 
managementmanagement
water conservationwater conservation
water qualitywater quality



RecommendationsRecommendations
 Extend Bayesian decision modelsExtend Bayesian decision models

–– nn--person nonperson non--cooperative and cooperative gamescooperative and cooperative games
–– organizational decision makingorganizational decision making

 Extend economic valuationExtend economic valuation
–– nonnon--market valuation studies with focus on QPF informationmarket valuation studies with focus on QPF information
–– general equilibrium analysisgeneral equilibrium analysis

 More research onMore research on
–– psychological and sociological aspectspsychological and sociological aspects
–– descriptive decision modelsdescriptive decision models
–– Public managementPublic management
–– EnvironmentEnvironment

 Extend to valuation of other (weather) forecast informationExtend to valuation of other (weather) forecast information


